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ABOUT GEORGE
A member of a family known for winning and success with the New York Yankees,

George has shown passion for racing from an early age. Influences are many and

include his late father, Hank Steinbrenner, himself a racing enthusiast and former

NHRA team owner, Bryan Herta, a long-time family friend and owner of Bryan

Herta Autosport. Family influences continue with an uncle, Chris Simmons, serving

as the long-time engineer of multiple time INDYCAR Series champion Scott Dixon,

along with the late Tony Renna, a cousin, who lost his life during a crash at the

Indianapolis Motor Speedway.

All contributed to George taking a measured path toward team ownership,

beginning as an intern at Bryan Herta Autosport before forming an Indy Lights

program with Andretti Autosport. The process allowed George to prepare for

INDYCAR team ownership by participating in all business facets of motorsport and

learn the ropes of operations, engineering, marketing and partner development.    
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PUBL IC  RELAT IONS  

DIRECTOR

MANDY  SNYDER  

Mandy.Snyder@George4.org

Providing organizations we are partnered with and/or

passionate about with funds, resources, volunteers, a

platform and an elevated level of awareness

surrounding their cause

Providing grants and services that strengthen

community based organizations

George Steinbrenner IV believes in building upon a family

legacy of philanthropy and following the example of

helping others as set by his grandfather, legendary

businessman George Steinbrenner. 

Driven by the importance of giving, as stressed by several

generations within the Steinbrenner family, George

honors that heritage through G4F. 

Involved in charitable initiatives from an early age, George

has identified areas of need with a common thread, of

helping children and families. Establishing G4F is aimed

at continuing the work of providing needed assistance

across a variety of initiatives spanning pediatric medical

research, youth welfare and lifting underprivileged

families.  

G4F improves and enriches the lives of people by:

 

EXECUT IVE  DIRECTOR

JUL IA  STE INBRENNER

Julia.Steinbrenner@George4.org

CORPORATE  GIV ING

DANIEL  WALE  

Daniel.Wale@George4.org

 Leadership Team

Mission
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PROGRAM  DIRECTOR  

L IZ  SMITH  

Liz.Smith@George4.org

Partners

Corporate Office: 1 Steinbrenner Drive. Tampa, FL. 33614
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VP ,  PARTNER  STRATEGY

DANIEL  WALE

Daniel.Wale@SteinbrennerRacing.com

317.640.5120

CONTACT GEORGE

MANAGEMENT  TEAM

GEORGE4 .ORG

Twitter | @GSteinbrennerIV

Instagram | @george.steinbrenneriv

LinkedIn | linkedin.com/company/george4

Twitter | @GMS4_Foundation

Instagram: @GMS4_Foundation

PUBL IC IST

MANDY  SNYDER  

Mandy.Snyder@LussoProductions.com

317.501.6733
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